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Introduction
As social media continues to influence multiple facets of daily life, it is important to
understand the role of these platforms in the uptake of prevention and screening
behaviors among communities with high cancer burden.1 In the U.S., Latinos
experience high incidence rates for screenable cancers linked to preventable behaviors
(breast, prostate, colorectal).2 Given that U.S. Latinos are avid Facebook users,3 this
platform is an opportune tool to deliver evidence-based cancer prevention and
screening information (CPSI) as a way to reduce cancer health disparities. However,
there is a dearth in scholarship exploring how Latinos engage with and act upon cancer
(mis)information encountered on social media, which is increasingly inundated with
potentially detrimental health misinformation.4 The Social Media Engagement Model5
posits that engagement is influenced by multiple individual and contextual factors. For
Latinos, these include cultural values (i.e. familismo, personalismo, fatalismo)6,7 that
may influence how they engage with multi-lingual CPSI shared by close friends and
family on Facebook. Cultural values may also influence assessments of cancer
information8 and whether Latinos participate in cancer control and prevention efforts.9
This exploratory study sought to understand how and why U.S. Latinos engage with and
act upon CPSI on Facebook. This topic is in clear alignment with the conference’s
theme, Life, and provides important insights on how information consumed through
social media has the ability to impact decision making, health outcomes, and life offline.
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Methods
A novel qualitatively-driven, mixed-methods approach was developed to elicit audio and
screen data concurrently during one-on-one in-person encounters where participants
accessed their social media profile, scrolled-through relevant content, and
contextualized content engagement with the researcher.10 During one-on-one, in-depth
interviews (~2hr), participants (n=20) logged onto their Facebook account alongside the
researcher, typed “cancer” in the search bar, and discussed cancer-related posts they
engaged with during the past 12 months (sorted by “Most Recent” and posted by “Your
Friends and Groups”). Engagement with CPSI (i.e. liking/commenting/sharing; clicking a
link; reading an article; and/or watching a video) prompted questions regarding the
reasons for engagement with the source of the post and/or post content, and if/how
engagement triggered further action. When applicable, embedded videos/links were
viewed and discussed. Computer screen and audio were recorded during the
encounter. De-identified CPSI posts were analyzed via content analysis; posts were
coded for message factors (i.e., post type, cancer topic, language, visual elements) and
source factors (i.e., post source, Facebook poster) (kappa=0.89-1.0). A thematic
analysis was conducted on interview transcripts to capture why participants engaged
with CPSI and any subsequent actions.
Results
Overall, 16 participants reported engaging with 66 posts containing CPSI in the previous
12 months (4.1 average posts). Participants mainly engaged with CPSI content by
viewing/reading content (73%, n=48), rather than by liking/commenting/sharing (27%,
n=18). Engagement was most common with prevention posts (76%, n=50), when posts
included videos/images (91%, n=60), and when individuals had personal relationships
to those posting information (72%, n=47). The majority of cancer prevention posts
participants engaged with were about food/diet (53% or n=35).
Emerging themes specific to engagement with food/diet posts included a general
interest in prevention/healthy eating, other salient chronic conditions, and sociopolitical
issues. Additional reasons for engaging with any CPSI included personal experiences
related to cancer, professional context, and curiosity. Regardless of the content, posts
in Spanish and those with images/videos of cultural relevance and sensationalist titles
consistently elicited more engagement. Interviews also revealed that a post’s source
oftentimes contributed to engagement due to perceived topic expertise or authority, the
role of trust in interpersonal relationships, and alignment with cultural identity.
Furthermore, there were multiple occasions where the source was the most important
reason for engagement. Reasons for engagement with a particular post were not
mutually exclusive.
Engagement often led to varying levels of action. Online actions included informationseeking or sharing on other platforms (e.g., WhatsApp). Offline actions included
discussing content with family members or changing health behaviors. However, not all
decisions were evidence-based (e.g., consuming popular “cancer-curing” foods) and
some were potentially harmful (e.g., canceling mammogram after engaging with
misinformation from a culturally-relevant source).

Implications
Findings illuminate the salient role that cultural values and other cultural connectors
(e.g., language and country of origin) play in how message factors and source factors
influence engagement with CPSI among Latinos. Consistent with literature highlighting
the importance of tailoring content to Latino populations,8,9 participants oftentimes
engaged with visually appealing posts that contained features that provided connections
to cultural identity. However, rarely did these posts come from verifiable health
organizations. Rather, most engaged with CPSI from potentially unreliable sources that
contained sensationalist titles and claimed cancer cures linked to foods popular in Latin
American countries; these posts were mainly shared by Facebook friends. Importantly,
participants discussed the relevance of the offline relationships they shared with these
individuals, which many times contributed to why they engaged with CPSI.
Personalismo and familismo are strong cultural values that tie notions of trust to core
interpersonal and familial relationships in the Latino community;6 the presence of these
values appeared to reinforce messages being shared and consumed on social media,
regardless of their accuracy. Cultural values also appeared to have an impact on how
some Latinos chose to act upon CPSI: several participants reported discussing CPSI
with other family members offline, while others discussed ways in which fatalistic view of
cancer acted as a barrier to cancer control and prevention efforts.7,9
Findings highlight the complex and interrelated ways in which cultural values, source
factors and message factors contribute to engagement with health content on social
media. They also provide important insights to how social media can both promote or
hinder health outcomes, at times leading individuals to bypass evidence-based
procedures. These are important contributions for current debates on how to best curtail
the effects of health misinformation on social media platforms. Specific interdisciplinary
recommendations to address these issues include developing interventions to
counteract/correct misinformation, improving digital health literacy, and establishing
transnational, interdisciplinary research collaborations.
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